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September 26, 2022 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- Crypto loans have

existed since the introduction of smart

contracts on blockchain technology.

Since then, several financial services

have sprung up, leading to an

abundance of options for crypto

enthusiasts. However, crypto-backed

loans have been one of the most

popular ways for crypto users to earn

more income. 

There are several alternatives on how

to utilize crypto loans for maximum

rewards. Crypto industry experts have

curated a list of the most efficient ways

to earn with crypto loans from credible

cryptocurrency loan platforms such as

https://coinrabbit.io/.

Most cryptocurrency users take crypto

loans but do not get the maximum reward on their loans. In order to navigate the crypto loan’s

space with intelligence, here are a few mistakes to avoid to make the most out of your crypto

loan. 

Avoid common crypto lending faults.

There are several mistakes to avoid when you borrow crypto loans. The average crypto user

often makes these mistakes, limiting the potential returns from the cryptocurrency loan. Below

are some mistakes to avoid when getting a crypto loan. 

Not buying the dip.

Big part of the investors fails buying the assets on a declined market. While many

cryptocurrencies gain value over long periods. Crypto enthusiasts often consider price dips an

opportunity to buy more tokens at a lower price rather than a loss. Therefore, crypto loans can
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Price prediction chart for ETH token from 2022 to

2031

be used effectively to purchase more

tokens to add to the portfolio to

maximize rewards during bear

markets. 

To the right is the price chart of the

ChainLink (LINK) token since its launch,

indicating that price dips are

temporary and should represent

opportunities to stock more assets.

Chainlink All-time Price Chart from

CoinMarketCap.

Additionally, here is a price prediction

chart for ETH token from 2022 to 2031, indicating a general price increase despite the periodic

bear trends. 

No background research on the crypto loan platform.

Several crypto lending platforms have sprung up to provide their client base with extra financial

services and earning opportunities. However, some have riskier policies on handling staked

tokens and collaterals, such as investing in third-party products. Such models are often riskier

and expose users to undesirable risks that could lead to loss of funds when investments fail.

Background research helps users take loans from credible platforms offering cryptocurrency

loans at affordable market rates with stable and sustainable business models. 

Not paying attention to loan status notifications after receiving the crypto loans. 

Credible crypto platforms provide a system that notifies crypto borrowers of their loan statuses

for several reasons. To get a crypto loan, one has to set their Loan to Value (LTV) ratio. The ratio

determined the amount of Loan amount to be disbursed relative to the collateral amount

issued. The LTV is also used to set the liquidation price.

In a bear market, collateral value often declines, and users need to be notified to top up or pay

off their loans to avoid liquidation. To avoid liquidations, active crypto loan owners should be

alert and monitor their loans to avoid liquidation. 

When you loan cryptocurrency there are more common mistakes among users. 

Lending platform Coinrabbit.io 

With proper market research, platforms like CoinRabbit meet the requirements for a credible

lending platform. The CoinRabbit crypto borrowing and lending platform is renowned for its

efficiency and ease of use. The service loans cryptocurrencies to users in simple steps and

http://coinpedia.org/information/everyone-makes-these-mistakes-with-crypto-loans/


provides a wide range of cryptocurrency tokens to be used as collaterals. The collaterals

collected are stored in cold wallets with a series of security features to protect client funds from

potential cyber-attacks experienced on hot wallets.

The CoinRabbit lending platform is one of the few credible crypto lending platforms today, with

efficient customer support, a growing community, and excellent services. To loan cryptocurrency

within the platform, one must specify the crypto coin to be used as collateral. Here is how to

borrow against bitcoin within the platform.

Choose collateral currency. 

If you want to borrow against bitcoin select the btc cryptocurrency to deposit as collateral for

your loan. There is a wide pool of 139+ accepted currencies to choose from. 

Select preferred LTV.

Select the preferred LTV. The higher the LTV, the higher the loan amount to be disbursed to your

wallet. Similarly, the higher the LTV, the higher the risk for collateral liquidation.

Select preferred Loan currency.

Select the preferred currency to receive your Loan. Typically crypto investors choose stablecoins

as their preferred loan currency.

Confirm Loan with no KYC.

Confirm your loan with no KYC. The KYC requirements often demand a lot of personal data that

isn’t necessary for loan processing. On CoinRabbit, the loan confirmation requires only a phone

number and email address to keep track of loans and alert loan holders of any emergency.

Notifications are sent to loan holders to help them keep track of their loan status and avoid

liquidation during bear markets.

Spend the loan amount received as intended.

Loan amounts are disbursed within 15 minutes or less. After approvals are done, and loan

amounts disbursed, users can spend their loans wisely and maximize rewards by avoiding some

of the mistakes discussed above. 

Conclusion

Crypto loans have become popular, and several people are maximizing their rewards using this

financial instrument. In order to make good profits off a cryptocurrency loan, users should

research the loan platform to ensure credibility and track record. Similarly, one can use

cryptocurrency loans to buy the dip and make intelligent trades on the crypto market to gain

more rewards. Crypto loan users should avoid using their portfolios to make investments

instead of preserving the portfolio status and taking crypto loans to improve their digital asset

collection. Finally, crypto enthusiasts should check their loan status on the lending platform to

ensure collaterals aren’t liquidated in the bear markets. 
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